
 

 

 President’s Message — Judy Bornfeld 

Volunteer’s Voice 
Mammoth Hospital Auxiliary is a fellowship of volunteers  

   dedicated to supporting each other, the hospital , its patients and the community. 

March 2020 

Last month I mentioned that we’re 

closing in on the completion of installing 

our new security system. Hold your 

breath, we’re almost there and very 

excited! This is a BIG project too! 

Hopefully this system will help with our 

dumping and, unfortunately, our 

shoplifting issues. 
 

Our next Cast Off Cleaning & Pizza day 

is February 28 @ 10 AM. Also, I want 

thank the crew of Diane Beglau, Karen 

Curry and Pat Smoogen. Can you believe 

it or not, Pat just had her other hip 

replaced in January! Pat, you’re really 

incredible.  
 

We sure do appreciate ALL of our 

wonderful, creative, caring and dedicated 

Volunteers. I am extra thankful for each 

one of you. I’ve been out of town doing 

personal and medical business and I 

couldn’t dream of anything more 

precious than the gifts you give and share 

with me. You really are special and 

terrific and we couldn’t make the Cast 

Off so outstanding without each other... 
 

Remember: 

• Volunteer Voice articles are due 

March 15 to Jan McPherson. 

• Blood Drive: May 12, 13 & 14. We 

really need a couple of Co-Chairs for 

this once-a-year MHA Volunteer 

commitment for the Community. 

Also, most important too, are the 

cookies and the Volunteers. Both 

will be greatly needed and 

appreciated... 
 

THANK YOU FROM THE BOTTOM 

OF MY HEART! 
 

Hugs, Judy 

Greetings to each one of our Auxiliary 

members and friends ….. 
 

With the crowds of President’s weekend 

behind us and the upcoming events of the 

“Spring Holidays” spread out with 

staggering school vacations, we’re in for 

a very active Spring. Hopefully, we get 

sprinkled with some fresh snow. I 

understand the mountain needs it! 
 

Guess what? Crossing our fingers 

worked.  The “Lift” is installed and 

working! Yippeeee!!! I do want to 

extend a “GIANT THANK YOU FOR 

THE HUGE TASK OF TAKING ON 

REDESIGNING THE UPSTAIRS LOFT 

TO BE ABLE TO INSTALL THE NEW 

LIFT SYSTEM.” This new Lift is going 

to help save a lot of back-breaking 

journeys upstairs. WOW!  Roger and 

Karen Curry and Scott McIntosh have 

been working on this fantastic project for 

many, many hours and months, with 

ALL the glitches that pop-up whenever 

you tackle a new and unique project. The 

“3” of you are incredible!!! I really don’t 

know what we would do without such a 

talented, creative and hard-working trio. 
 

Diane Beglau has been working on our 

new Credit Card machine with the help 

of Lorrie Gould and the cashier team to 

get it running smoothly. I believe that 

their hard work, phone calls, time and, 

most importantly, patience to get this 

new system up and running has really 

paid off. A HUGE THANK YOU to the 

both of you and to all of the Volunteers 

assisting in this time-consuming project. 

This new machine is a gigantic help in 

moving the lineup of customers wanting 

to check out so much faster and with 

much less pressure on the cashiers too! 
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Treasurer’s Report 
Diane Beglau 

January 1—31, 2020 
 

Revenue:  

  Cast Off               27,816.19 

  Rental                  1,218.29 

  Membership         25.00 

  Donation Jar                      93.00 

  Interest Income                         5.08 

Total Revenue:               29,157.56 
 

Expenses: 

  Cast Off                  8,085.08 

  Newsletter          30.86 

  Gifts to Hospital   65,647.19 

  Administration                     142.76 

Total Expenses:   73,905.89 
 

Net Income:  -44,748.33 
 

Union Bank:              118,918.51 

Money Market:                 70,536.31 

EasternSierraCommBk   17,269.84 
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Hospital News  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Following are highlights from Hospital CEO Tom 

Parker’s report at our February 12 Board Meeting. 

 

The hospital held their strategic planning session recently.  

They determined that “growth” will correlate with the 

community’s needs. Also the needs of the aging 

population were addressed in relation to Medicare. 

 

The specialty clinic is moving forward.  It is about a 

month away from opening. 

 

The hospital is fully staffed in Pediatrics, OB/GYN, and 

they are close to hiring a rheumatologist. 

 

The hospital has adopted a “Just Culture” policy. Just 

Culture is a philosophy and tool used to ask the 

appropriate questions as to why an incident happens. In a 

just culture, after an incident, the question asked is, “What 

went wrong?” rather than “Who caused the problem?” It 

asks how did our process allow that to happen? Instead of 

blaming someone, review the process and determine the 

why. At Tom’s suggestion,  we will explore if Just Culture 

training would be appropriate for the Auxiliary. (See more 

information in the next column.) 

 

The hospital is addressing the opioid dependency problem 

and have implemented  MAT (Medicated Assisted 

Therapy) to help patients wean off their opioid addiction. 

This program works under the Behavioral Health team. 

 

Tom brought the architectural plans for the new hospital 

wing.  The original hospital building will not pass seismic 

regulations so it must be replaced by 2030. The hospital is 

looking at various sources of funding for the new two-

story wing. 

 

 

 

 

What is Just Culture? 
 

Just Culture is a concept which emphasizes that mistakes 

are generally a product of faulty systems rather than solely 

brought about by the person or persons directly involved. In 

a just culture, after an incident, the question asked is, 

“What went wrong?” rather than “Who caused the 

problem?” It's a culture that holds organizations 

accountable for the systems they design and for how they 

respond to staff behaviors fairly and justly. 

  

A Just Culture helps create an environment where 

individuals feel free to report errors and help the 

organization to learn from mistakes. This is in contrast to a 

“blame culture” where individual persons are fired, fined, 

or otherwise punished for making mistakes, but where the 

root causes leading to the error are not investigated and 

corrected. 

  

Just Culture has been implemented across industries for 

many years – from aviation to train transportation to 

nuclear power to healthcare. In healthcare, the concept of a 

Just Culture environment is seen as a way to improve 

medical quality and safety.  

 

Dr. Lucian Leape, a member of the Quality of Health Care 

in America Committee at the Institute of Medicine and 

adjunct professor of the Harvard School of Public Health, 

stated that the single greatest impediment to error 

prevention in the medical industry is that we punish people 

for making mistakes. People make errors, which lead to 

accidents. Accidents can lead to dire consequences. The 

standard solution is to blame the people involved. But if we 

find out who made the errors and punish them, are we 

solving the problems? No. The problem is seldom the fault 

of an individual; it is the fault of the system. Changing the 

people without changing the system will perpetuate the 

problems. 

 

Leape indicated that in the healthcare organizational 

environment in most hospitals, at least six major changes 

are required to begin the journey to a culture of safety: 

• We need to move from looking at errors as individual 

failures to realizing they are caused by system failures 

• We must move from a punitive environment to a just 

culture 

• We must move from secrecy to transparency 

• Care must change from being provider-centered (doctor

-centered) to being patient-centered 

• We must move our models of care from reliance on 

independent, individual performance excellence to 

interdependent, collaborative, interprofessional teamwork 

• Accountability must be universal and reciprocal, not 

top-down 
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Sunshine Update – Sharon Clark  
 

With the balmy weather and bluebird 

skies, our membership is staying hale 

and hearty. Congratulations ALL. 

Now, let's all just stay healthy, vibrant 

and in great condition because we 

know these 'easy' days don't last~~!!  

Birthdays for March 
 

3/4 Barbara Brown 

3/5 Dianne Crunk 

3/6 Laura Norris 

3/7 Dr. Craig Burrows 

3/10 Lou Bush 

3/11 Cathy Podawiltz 

3/14 Darlene Joerger 

 Donna Jones 

 Lisa Shugart 

3/15 Gail Buchholz 

3/17 Sharon Johnson 

3/18 Esther Rosewall 

3/23 Karen Headland 

3/25 Willi Hasle 

3/30 Patti Heinrich 

 

National Doctors’ Day 
 

Friday, March 30, is National Doctors’ Day.  This day was created to show appreciation to our doctors. Doctors 

perform vital diagnosis, treatment and care for us and our families. When we are well, our doctor keeps us well. 

When we are sick, there is no other person more important to us than our doctor. Hallmark suggests we send our 

doctors a card of appreciation. It's no surprise to hear this from Hallmark. Card companies have cards for this 

event....no surprise here, either!  Or simply tell your doctor(s) that you appreciate all that they do for you and your 

health. If you don't see your doctor today, make a note to thank him (or her) at your next appointment. Doctors' Day 

observances date back to March 30, 1933. On March 30, 1958, the United States House of Representatives adopted a 

resolution commemorating Doctors' Day. In 1990, the congress and the senate approved legislation establishing 

National Doctors’ Day and the first National Doctor's Day was celebrated in 1991.  The resolution designating March 

30 as National Doctors' Day was signed by President George Bush.  

Nominating Committee– Karen Curry 

 

Every spring about this time, the Nominating Committee 

is formed by the Immediate Past President in order to fill 

important positions on the Board.  The Committee is 

comprised of Karen Curry, Lorrie Gould, and Gail Miller.  

If you would like to serve this wonderful organization by 

being a member of this committee or taking a position on 

the MHA Board for the 2020/2021 fiscal year, or if you 

know of another member wanting to serve, please contact 

one of the Committee members at the Cast Off or call 

Karen at (760)914-1098, or leave a note in her mailbox at 

the Cast Off. 



 

What’s Happening @ the Cast Off?  
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Cast Off  News 
 

• There’s a basket of “I am an unpaid Volunteer” 

buttons in the kitchen for those volunteers who want 

to wear them. 

• The Lift is operational now.  For safety reasons, only 

those trained to use it (Roger & Karen Curry, Al 

Heinrich)  should have access to it!   

• The red back door does not always close tightly and 

can re-open by itself, even when locked.  Please slam 

the red door when leaving the Cast Off. 

• The fire extinguishers have been tested and 

remounted. There is still one sitting in the kitchen and 

it will be re-mounted soon.  Please do not take it! 

• Please do not take food from the refrigerator that is 

not yours! 

• Don’t place heavy ceramic items high on shelves, 

making it difficult for us to get down. 

• Sharon Johnson is now a Saturday Co-Chairman.  

Thank you, Sharon! 

• The old credit card machine was taken down and put 

under the counter.  Cashiers: Please train other 

cashiers on the “new” credit card machine if they are 

inexperienced with using it. 

• Everyone, especially Day and Co-Chairs, should be 

familiar with our “Accident & Injury Procedures” 

when an incident occurs at the Cast Off.  The 

Auxiliary is covered by the hospital policy for 

accident, medical, liability and property damage while 

on Cast Off premises.  All incidents taking place in the 

Cast Off or in the parking lot must be reported to the 

Day Chair who will complete an Incident Report 

(copy on page 6).  If an injury needs medical attention, 

a volunteer should take the person to the Emergency 

Department at the hospital for evaluation and possible 

treatment.  The injured party will complete necessary 

paperwork at the Emergency Department. See page 7 

for the SMHD Policy & Procedure.  Excuse the poor 

print quality. Clearer copies will be on the shelf 

behind the cashier, in the forms drawer, and at the 

back of the Cast Off Handbook so please review them! 

 

 

 

 

News from Each Day 
 

Monday—Karen Curry 

Roger is still working on the upper floor/mezzanine 

project with the Lift, and it is all functional!  On a recent 

Monday, Jan volunteered to be raised up to the second 

floor on the Lift and everything worked perfectly.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reminder: this was only a Test!  Now, we are able to load 

the holiday totes on board and lift them to the second floor 

in just a few minutes.  Only certain volunteers should be 

operating the Lift!  (Like Roger and Al)  This will make 

all of our jobs so much easier! Gisela has returned from 

southern California and we welcome her back!  She 

brought us fresh citrus from her property and we all 

appreciate it so much. We also celebrated Paul’s birthday 

as he just turned another decade.  We had a lovely 

luncheon and all laughed and partied!  Happy Birthday, 

Paul!     
 

Tuesday—Shirley Parker  

With everyone working together as a team we are holding 

down the fort for Shannon Clark. We miss her and look 

forward to seeing her in mid-March. I want to let everyone 

know how great Tuesday’s have been: Carolyn with her 

wisdom and humor and showing us all the way to be more 

efficient; Gail always helping and making sure shifts are 

filled with all the days we are open; Sharon Good and 

Karen Dugan on register with me and always making the 

time enjoyable and fly by; Sara in the back and front 

getting all the new stuff on the floor and getting rid of junk  



atie’s Korner—Patti Heinrich 
 

Katie’s Korner continues to do very well, especially during 

the recent holiday season.  It’s the first place many 

customers head to!  Sales for December were $1,093.00. 
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Saturday—Karen Curry 

Saturday Crew welcomes Sharon Johnson as a new Co-

Chair.  She stepped down from cashiering, though she still 

helps count money at the end of the day.  She and Gail 

complement each other well and it is so nice having 

someone who is trusted with the duties of a Co-Chair on 

Saturday!  Lisa recently joined us on Saturday coming all 

the way from Hawaii.  It is so nice to welcome her back 

and have some extra help.  Carlene, who joined us through 

Mammoth Hospital, recently retired, and now is 

volunteering on Saturday!  She’s great at sorting clothing 

and she gets through all the endless donations that 

continue coming in on Saturday!  Saturday Crew 

continues to need all the help we can get, even if it’s only 

for one hour.  Donations are huge on Saturday because 

weekends are when the town receives the most visitors.  

They get busy cleaning out their condo or house, or they 

have just sold or purchased a property, and they bring us 

all of those treasures!  If we have volunteers who empty a 

cart or take clothing out, it makes everything in the back 

room run more smoothly!  Thanks to all who do help! 

that will not sell; Dick working hard in the back getting all 

electronics tested and out to the customers; Pastor always 

lending a helping hand and bringing delicious food to 

share, compliments of his amazing wife. The entire team on 

Tuesday is amazing and kind. We really work as a team. 

Today Karen and I had our last customer haggle over every 

item she was buying, and she had 3 baskets full of stuff. 

Definitely a lesson in patience. We are loving our new “I 

am an unpaid volunteer” buttons!!!! We definitely get a lot 

more people saying thank you. Feels great to feel 

appreciated. I love being part of this incredible group and I 

love all the deals we can get at Cast Off. Here are some 

treasures I have found:  

 

The table I bought from 

Cast Off before I 

volunteered there.. $50 and 

chairs $10 each.. notice the 

sheep horn candle sticks 

on table $20. 

 

  How gorgeous is that dog 

  bowl? $5. 

 

 

The 4 recycling cans for 

$4 have changed my life 

and the pantry. 

 

 

What an incredible place to have in Mammoth! 

 

Thursday—Sharon Clark 

Thursday Team is grateful that donations have slowed 

sufficiently so that there is actually time for Gail, Carolyn 

and Pat to make a big dent in the linen department. 

Michelle goes through the clothes bags like a 

tornado...kinda fun to watch~! And Suzy clears the shoe 

table so quickly; she's just fast.  And bummer, 

bummer...she has to head back down south. She will be 

sorely missed once again. Al and Dick, somehow, keep up 

with electric items and anything else mechanical that just 

puzzles the rest of us. Patti keeps Katie's Korner supplied 

with collectibles. All's good with Thursday....we hope it's 

the same for Mon, Tues and Sat. 

 

Yes, We Have to Charge Sales Tax! 
 

Occasionally a customer will challenge us about charging 

sales tax.  If this happens, please let them know that not all 

501(c)(3) entities are exempt from sales and use tax.  In 

order to be exempt, a thrift store must conduct a 

rehabilitation program recognized by the California 

Department of Rehabilitation or operate under a city or 

county rehabilitation program. It must also sell goods 

processed in some manner by people who are being 

rehabilitated through the program and are employed in the 

operation of the store. We do not have such a program and 

are therefore required by California Sales and Use Tax 

Law to charge sales tax for all items we sell.   

Be safe.   

Lock all the doors  

BEFORE  

you begin counting money!   
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THE CAST OFF 
Mammoth Hospital Auxiliary 

PO Box 1399, 3059 Chateau Road 

 Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546 

(760) 934-4303 
 

INCIDENT REPORT – For Auxiliary Use Only 
 

The Auxiliary is covered by the hospital policy for accident, medical, liability and property damage 

while on Cast Off premises.  All incidents taking place in the Cast Off or in the parking lot must be 

reported to the Day Chair who will complete this Incident Report.  Put a completed copy of this report in 

the Parliamentarian's mailbox for the Archives. 
 

Compete Part 2 if an injury needs medical attention.  A volunteer should take the person to the 

Emergency Department at the hospital for evaluation and possible treatment.  The injured party will 

complete necessary paperwork at the Emergency Department. Do not take a copy of this report to the 

hospital.  It is for our internal use only. 

 

PART 1:  Incident Information 

 

Date & Time of Incident_______________________ Person is:  Auxiliary Member ____Customer____ 

 

Name ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Address_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Telephone Number______________________________     Date of Birth_______________________ 

 

Describe how incident happened (fall, moving furniture, etc.) __________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Describe injury (cut, sprain, etc.) ______________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

PART 2:  Complete if injured person is taken to Mammoth Hospital Emergency Department 

 

Date & Time_________________________  Taken By_______________________________________ 

 

Diagnosis ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Treatment (bandage, x-ray, stitches, etc.)  __________________________________________________ 

 

 

________________________________________________  ________________________ 

       Incident Report Completed by                       Date 
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March is ...  
 

 

 

The first official celebration of Women’s History Month 

occurred in March of 1987. While there had previously 

been a week dedicated to women’s history, this was the 

first time that U.S. citizens were asked to reflect on the 

various struggles and achievements of women for an entire 

month. The tradition has only grown stronger over time, 

with each March marking a month of celebration of 

women’s history. 
 

In 1921, American novelist Edith Wharton was the first 

woman to receive a Pulitzer Prize for fiction. She won the 

award for her novel The Age of Innocence, a story set in 

upper-class New York during the 1870s. 
 

Women often wrote under pen names in times when it was 

not seen as appropriate for them to contribute to literature. 

Even some female authors who are highly acclaimed today 

had to resort to fake names like Jane Austen, the Bronte 

Sisters, Mary Ann Evans (perhaps better known by her pen 

name George Eliot), and Louisa May Alcott.  
 

In the early years of the blues, from 1910 to 1925, the vast 

majority of singers were women. It might go against the 

common idea of just what the blues are or what they should 

sound like, but new research has found that some of the 

biggest players in the form of music were women. 
 

You may know Marie Curie as the first woman to win a 

Nobel Prize, but Curie was also the first person - man or 

woman - to ever win a second Nobel Prize, and remains the 

only person to date who’s won the coveted prize in two 

different science categories, physics and chemistry. Curie 

struggled throughout her lifetime to overcome gender 

discrimination and be taken seriously. Born and raised in 

Poland, she moved to Paris and enrolled at the Sorbonne–

higher education for women was illegal in Poland. Her 

lasting achievements include the discovery of two 

elements, polonium and radium, and founding two medical 

research centers. Curie also developed mobile X-rays to 

assist wounded soldiers in World War I. Curie’s devotion 

to scientific exploration eventually cost her her life. She 

died of aplastic anemia caused by frequent exposure to 

radiation. Over 80 years after her death, Curie’s notebooks 

are still radioactive. 
 

African American performer Josephine Baker was working 

in France during WWII, but not only as a singer, dancer 

and actress. She was also helping the war movement, 

smuggling numerous messages to French soldiers. She 

often hid messages inside her dress or concealed with 

invisible ink on her sheet music. Baker’s work in the war is 

only part of what makes her such an amazing figure, as she 

was the first African American female to star in a major 

motion picture, perform in a concert hall and played a big 

role in the Civil Rights Movement. 

 

Margaret Heafield was the director of software engineering 

for NASA’s Apollo space program. She wrote out by hand 

the mathematical sequence that enabled the Apollo mission 

to be successful. She was so good at what she did, NASA 

would have her double check equations done by the 

computers. 

 

Until 1846, the practice of obstetrics was a female-

dominated field. It was then that most medical colleges 

decided women could not attend and the newly founded 

American Medical Association barred women. Legislation 

intended to regulate the medical profession also made it 

nearly impossible for young women to pursue a medical 

career. Today, however, obstetrics is a female-dominated 

field once again. 

 

Women weren’t legally guaranteed equal educational 

opportunities until 1972. Today, more women earn college 

degrees than men. Though women gained the vote in 1920, 

there were still many barriers to true equality. Congress 

addressed the issue of inequality in education with the 1972 

passage of Title IX, which states that schools receiving 

federal assistance cannot discriminate on the basis of sex. 

At universities, the resulting benefits of Title IX included 

an increase in female athletes, greater protection for victims 

of sexual assault, and increases in women’s enrollment. In 

fact, the majority of bachelor’s degrees are now awarded to 

women, a trend that began in 1980 and has steadily 

continued. 

 

The famous feminist “bra burning” 

incident never actually happened. The 

rumor that feminists were burning 

bras originated at the Miss America 

Protest of 1969. About 200 feminists 

organized a protest of the Miss 

America pageant, which they argued 

was a patriarchal contest that degrades and objectifies 

women. Feminists gathered on the Atlantic City 

Boardwalk, where they threw bras, lipstick, corsets, and 

other items into a “Freedom Trash Can” to denounce 

oppressive standards of feminine beauty. Though no one 

actually set this trash can on fire, media coverage of the 

event made a connection between the Miss America protest 

and Vietnam War protests, in which participants burned 

their draft cards. People took this metaphor literally, 

resulting in the belief that feminists were really burning 

their bras, not just doing so symbolically. The cliché of 

“bra burning feminists” was forever associated with the 

protest and the feminist movement in general. 
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What Else is Happening in March? 
 

March 3:  National Anthem Day  

As we all know, our National Anthem 

was written by Francis Scott Key. He 

wrote the lyrics on September 14, 

1814, during the Battle of Fort 

McHenry in the War of 1812. In 

August 1814, the British army detained Dr. William 

Beanes as a prisoner of war. He was a friend of Francis 

Scott Key. On Sept. 13, 1814, Francis Scott Key and a 

U.S. negotiator boarded a British vessel where Beanes was 

being held. He negotiated his friends' release. But then, 

Francis Scott Key was detained that day along with the 

negotiator. They were held until after the attack on Fort 

McHenry, which guarded the harbor and city of Baltimore. 

He watched the bombardment of the fort from the ship. 

The next morning, he was ecstatic to see that the 

American flag was still flying over Fort McHenry. This 

historic event inspired Francis Scott Key to write "The 

Star-Spangled Banner" the following day (September 14, 

1814). It wasn't until over 100 years later that The Star-

Spangled Banner became our national anthem. On March 

3, 1931, President Herbert Hoover signed a congressional 

resolution officially making “The Star-Spangled Banner” 

the national anthem of the United States of America.  
 

March 12:  Girl Scout Day 

Girl Scout Day recognizes and 

celebrates the Girls Scouts of the USA. 

This date celebrates the creation of the 

first Girl Scout group on March 12, 

1912. Lady Olave Baden-Powell, 

founded Girl Guides. The wife of Lord 

Baden-Powell (who created the Boy 

Scouts), she was born on February 22 (1889). On March 

12, 1912 Juliette Gordon Low started the first Girl Scout 

group in Savannah Georgia with 18 girls. The Girls Scouts 

became a national organization and was chartered by the 

U.S. Congress on March 16, 1950. Today, there are 

millions of girls involved with Girl Scouts.  
 

March 13:  Friday the 13th  

Friday the 13th occurs from one to 

three times a year. Bad luck is 

associated with Friday the 13th, so it 

is very important to many people to 

know what days of the year it falls 

on.  In 2020 it occurs in March and 

November.  Throughout most of 

recorded history, the number 13 has 

been seen as an unlucky number. In biblical references, it 

is believed that Cain killed Abel on Friday the 13th. Not 

sure how this was determined, as calendars were unlikely 

to have been in existence back then.  

 

March 15:  Ides of March       

The Ides of March is the first day of the Roman New Year.  

It also marks the first day of 

spring in the Roman calendar. 

On this day in history, Julius 

Caesar was warned by 

soothsayers to "beware of the 

Ides of March". Apparently, he 

did not heed the warning 

strongly enough as he was 

stabbed on the Ides of March in 

44 BC.  

 

March 17:  Saint Patrick’s Day  

Saint Patrick's Day is in honor of the Patron Saint of 

Ireland, who brought Christianity to 

the Emerald Isle. It is truly a day of 

celebrating Irish history, ancestry, 

traditions and customs. Saint Patrick's' 

Day has many symbols and traditions, 

from shamrocks and leprechauns, to 

green beer and Corned Beef and 

Cabbage. Saint Patrick's Day parades 

are popular in many cities around the 

U.S. Interestingly, the first St. Patrick’s Day parade did not 

take place in Ireland. It took place in New York City, in 

1762. Erin Go Bragh is perhaps the most common Irish 

term you will hear. It means "Ireland Forever". Did You 

Know? Over 34 million Americans are of Irish descent. 

That's almost nine times the population of Ireland! As the 

saying goes, everyone is a little Irish on Saint Patrick's Day.  

 

March 20:  Extraterrestrial Abductions Day  

Alien UFO's may be everywhere, 

looking to abduct humans. If you 

are not careful, perhaps they will 

find you! Keep one eye on the 

sky. If you see a UFO, be ready to 

duck, dodge, and hide. Of course, 

there are more than a few people 

out there, who are looking to be 

abducted by aliens. Their goal is 

to travel to an alien planet. 

Celebrate today by reading and watching science fiction 

stories about UFOs and Extraterrestrials. And, make sure to 

keep out of sight of extraterrestrials. Research could not 

find the creator, or the origin of this day. It’s believed the 

creator has been abducted by aliens and is rumored to be 

living on a planet in a galaxy far, far away. The suspects 

are believed to have fled the area in a very high-speed 

vehicle. 
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Spring is nature’s way of saying, “Let’s party!” 

- Robin Williams (1951–2014) 
 

In 2020, the spring equinox (also called the March equinox or 

vernal equinox) falls on Thursday, March 19, at 11:50 P.M. 

EDT. This event marks the astronomical first day of spring in 

the Northern Hemisphere. On the equinox, the length of day 

and night is nearly equal in all parts of the world.   
 

The March equinox can happen on March 19, 20, or 21. The 

last time the March equinox was on March 21 was in 2007.   

Interestingly, due to time zone differences, there isn’t a March 

21 equinox in mainland U.S. during the entire 21st century! 

Plus, we won’t see a March 21 equinox again until 2101. 
 

Between 2016 and 2048, March 19 equinoxes will happen 

every leap year in Central, Pacific, and Mountain time zones 

in the United States. In the same period, the years between the 

leap years will see a March 20 equinox. 
 

Scientific explanations aside, our ancestors were more 

connected to the Sun than we are today. They observed 

its pathway across the sky; they tracked how the sunrise, 

sunset, and day length changed, using the Sun (and Moon) as a 

clock and calendar. There are many ancient sites that mark the 

equinoxes (and solstices). One of the most famous ancient 

Spring equinox celebrations was at Chichen Itza in Mexico. 

The Mayans built a huge pyramid around the year A.D. 1000. 

The play of the Sun’s light on it signals the beginning of 

the seasons. On the spring equinox, it looks like a huge snake 

is slithering down the steps. Mayans called this day “the return 

of the Sun serpent.” 
 

According to folklore, you can stand a raw egg on its end on 

the equinox.  This egg folklore became popular in 1945 

following a LIFE magazine article which reported on "an egg-

balancing craze" among the population of Chungking (the 

interim capital of China during World War II) during the first 

day of spring. The March 19, 1945, issue also noted that 

scientist Albert Einstein in particular was skeptical that the 

equinox had any impact on egg balancing. That article and 

subsequent follow-ups started a similar “egg-balancing craze” 

in the United States.  The idea that an egg is easier to balance 

on the spring equinox has since become an American urban 

legend, 

 

As with most folklore, it’s partly true.  You can balance an egg 

on its end on the equinox but it’s also possible to balance an 

egg on other days, too.  The irregular shape of eggs makes this 

somewhat difficult but eggshells typically have many 

imperfections, like tiny bumps, that will hold the egg upright. 

The feat simply takes the right egg, a little practice, and a lot 

of patience. 

 

Source:  Old Farmer’s Almanac 

March Events @ Your Library 
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For Your Funny Bone! 
 

An Irishman goes to the doctor, who after examining him 

says, “You have some problems with your heart, but if you 

take these tablets, I think it will be okay.” 
 

So the doctor gives the man the tablets and the patient 

asks, “Do I have to take them every day?” 
 

No,” replies the doctor, “take one on the Monday, skip the 

Tuesday, take one on the Wednesday, skip the Thursday 

and go on like that.” 
 

Two weeks later the doctor is walking down the street, and 

he sees the patient’s wife. “Hello Mrs. Murphy,” he says, 

“how’s your husband?” 
 

“Oh he died of a heart attack,” says Mrs. Murphy. 
 

“I’m very sorry to hear that,” says the doctor, “I thought if 

he took those tablets he would be all right.” 
 

“Oh the tablets were fine,” says Mrs. Murphy, “It was all 

the bloody skipping that killed him!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Murphy goes into the confessional box after years of being 

away from the Church. He pulls aside the curtain, enters 

and sits himself down. There’s a fully equipped bar with 

crystal glasses, the best vestry wine, Guinness on tap, 

cigars and liqueur chocolates nearby. And on the wall a 

fine photographic display of various women who appear to 

have misplaced their garments. 
 

He hears a priest come in. “Father, forgive me.  I think its 

been a while since I’ve been to confession and to be sure I 

must say that the confessional box is much better than it 

used to be. 
 

The priest replies, “Get out, you idiot. You’re on my 

side!” 

 

Bon Appétit! 
 

Celebrations of St. Patrick's Day take place all around the 

world and the fun and feasting naturally center around 

delicious Irish food—and not just the ubiquitous corned beef 

and cabbage. Give Dublin Coddle a try.  It’s comfort food 

of the highest degree—a hearty nutritious stew-like dish 

made from salty bacon, pork sausages, and potatoes. This is 

a tasty one-pot meal that can be made ahead of time and 

then left in a slightly warmed oven, waiting to be eaten. 

 

Dublin Coddle 
 

2 tablespoons vegetable oil  

2 medium onions (thinly sliced)  

4-ounce piece salty back bacon (weight after the rind 

removed)  

6 traditional pork sausages  

2 carrots (peeled and finely sliced)  

8 ounces white potatoes (finely sliced)  

Salt (to taste)  

Freshly ground pepper (to taste)  

2 cups rich beef stock (or chicken stock)  
 

Heat oven to 425 F.  
 

In a large frying pan or skillet, heat the oil. Add the onions 

and cook over a medium heat for about 4 minutes. Cut the 

bacon piece into 1/2-inch cubes. Add the bacon to the onions 

and stir well. Cut the sausages in half and add these to the 

onion and bacon. Raise the heat and, constantly stirring, 

cook until the sausages start to brown. Take care not to burn 

the onions. 
 

In a heat proof casserole, place a layer of the onion, bacon, 

and sausage mixture followed by the layer of sliced carrots 

and then a layer of potato. Season with salt and pepper. 

Repeat the layering until used up, finishing with a layer of 

potato. Carefully pour the stock over. Cover with a lid or a 

double layer of aluminum foil. 
 

Place in the center of the oven and cook for 45 minutes. 

Take a peek to make sure the coddle isn't drying out. (If 

necessary, top up with a little boiling water but don't flood 

the stew). Lower the heat to 350 F and cook for a further 30 

minutes, until bubbling and the potatoes are thoroughly 

cooked. Remove from the oven and rest for 10 minutes 

before serving. 
 

Serve with hefty slices of Irish soda bread and butter to soak 

up all the lovely juices in the dish, as is the Irish way, and 

enjoy! 
 

It has been suggested the popularity of coddle arose because 

it can be left simmering on the stove till the man comes 

staggering in from the pub, long after the wife had gone to 

bed!!! 

Newsletter articles are due the by the 15th of 

each month.  Drop them in Jan McPherson’s 

mailbox at the Cast Off or mail/email them to 

her at PO Box 2859, Mammoth Lakes, CA 

93546, scoutdj1967@gmail.com 



 Dates to Remember 
 

February 28, Friday  Cast Off Work Day, 10 a.m.     

March 5, Thursday  Cast Off Committee Meeting, 3:30 p.m. at the Cast Off 

March 8, Sunday  Daylight Saving Time begins 

March 11, Wednesday  MHA Board Meeting, 10:00 a.m. at the Cast Off 

March 17, Tuesday  St. Patrick’s Day 

March 19, Thursday  First Day of Spring 

March 27, Friday  Cast Off Work Day, 10 a.m.     

April 2, Thursday  Cast Off Committee Meeting, 3:30 p.m. at the Cast Off 

April 8, Wednesday  MHA Board Meeting, 10 a.m. at the Cast Off  

April 24, Friday   Cast Off Work Day, 10 a.m     

May 5, Tuesday   Cinco de Mayo 

May 7, Thursday  Cast Off Committee Meeting, 3:30 p.m. at the Cast Off 

May 10, Sunday  Mother’s Day 

May 13, Wednesday   MHA Board Meeting, 10 a.m. at the Cast Off  

May 22, Friday   Cast Off Work Day, 10 a.m.  

May 25, Monday  Memorial Day 
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Mammoth Hospital Auxiliary   

P.O. Box 1399 

Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546 
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Remember to  

Spring Forward  

Sunday, March 8 
 

 


